
Undercoating 
Kit:
1 Gal PFC Liquid
1 undercoating gun

Undercoating With Protection First 
CLass is as easy as 1, 2, 3!
 

1. Clean

2. POUR

3. SPRAY

Thoroughly Clean the vehicle’s undercarraige with a pressure washer
& Soap to remove bult up grime and road debris.

Pour Liquid Protection First Class into the undercoating gun’s resevoir
& attatch to a compressed air system SET AT 60 PSI.

Spray Protection First Class, covering the entire undercarriage with a 
thick layer of product. Protection First Class will maintain a gel-like
state, so no need to wait for it to dry or cure! SIMPLY CLEAN AWAY ANY 
EXCESS OR OVERSPraY WITH HOT, SOAPY, WATER. 

Protection First Class
Do-It-Yourself Rust ProofingDo-It-Yourself Rust Proofing

Why Protection First Class  Undercoating?
- inexpensive alternative to rubberized undercoating
- Remains soft and self heals over time
- Translucent film won’t cover up potential damage 
-Safe for painted and plastic surfaces 
-Prevents Dirt & Mud Build Up, Ideal for 4x4 vehicles!

The left half of the above car was 
sprayed with PFC while the right half 
was left unprotected. was left unprotected.  After one winter, 
the difference between the two sides is 
very obvious.  The sheet metal, struts, 
shocks and pivot points are much more 
rusted on the unprotected side.  
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From,

Protection First Class (PFC) is the ultimate rust protection for your 
SUV, truck, or car.  Its unique lanolin based formula fights existing 
rust, protects for 8-12 months, is easy and inexpensive to apply, 
and easy to clean up.  Developed after 2 years of research, PFC 
prevents rust more than 15 times longer than other brands.  In a 
5% salt spray test, PFC protected for over 1,500 hours without 
failing, the leading competitor failed after only 96 hours.
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